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Abstract

We address the problem of observing an agent� We advocate a modeling approach for the visual system

and its observer� where a discrete event dynamic system �DEDS	 framework is developed and 
events� are

de�ned as ranges on parameter subsets� The dynamic recursive context for �nite state machines �DRFSM	

is described with some applications in the inspection and reverse engineering domain� We propose a

system for observing a manipulation process� where a robot hand manipulates an object� We recognize

the handobject interaction over time and a stabilizing observer is constructed� Low�level modules are

developed for recognizing the events that causes state transitions within the dynamic manipulation system�

The work examines closely the possibilities for errors� mistakes and uncertainties in the manipulation

system� observer construction process and event identi�cation mechanisms� The DRFSM DEDS systems

utilizes di�erent tracking techniques in order to observe and recognize tasks and agents in an active�

adaptive and goal�directed manner�
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� Introduction

The problem of observing an agent was addressed in the literature extensively� It was discussed in the

work addressing tracking of targets and� determination of the optic �ow ������������������� recovering ��D

parameters of di�erent kinds of surfaces �������������������������� and also in the context of other problems

��������������

Recovering the visual parameters of a scene under observation and using them to develop methods for

tracking moving agents within a dynamic scene was discussed ����������������������� However� the need

to recognize� understand and report on di�erent visual steps within a dynamic task was not su�ciently

addressed� In particular� there is a need for high�level symbolic interpretations of the actions of an agent

that attaches meaning to the ��D world events� as opposed to simple recovery of ��D parameters and the

consequent tracking movements to compensate their variation over time� Thus� the need arises for some

kind of an intelligent observer to understand the actions of a dynamic agent�

In this work we establish a framework for the general problem of observation� recognition and under�

standing of dynamic visual systems� which may be applied to di�erent kinds of visual tasks� We establish


intelligent� high�level control mechanisms for the observer in order to achieve an e�cient approach to

visually recognizing di�erent processes within a dynamic system� The observation process can be thought

of as a stage in a closed�loop fully or semi�automated system where there are robots who perform the

required task and some other robots who observe them and correct their actions when something goes

wrong�

��� General Framework

To be able to observe what an agent looks like andor how it moves� we must be able to identify how the

it moves and how does the agentworld physical relationship evolves over time� An obvious way of doing

this would be to identify the motion vectors as seen be the observer� In other words� identify the two�

dimensional vectors in the observer�s camera plane and use these as a cue to know how the objects under

consideration moves in the three�dimensional space� The problems of recovering the image �ow vectors �the

two�dimensional motion vectors in the camera plane	� and identifying the scene structure and motion have

been key problems in computer vision� Many techniques have been developed for estimating the image

�ow ���������������� and to recover the three�dimensional world structure and motion ����������������������

Those techniques are not problem�oriented� they are not restricted to a particular problem domain� as is

the case with the observer construction problem�

Using the above techniques directly to solve the observer problem will not be e�cient� In fact� possibly

not feasible to perform in a practical way using the current technology� as the complexity of the world

increases� Due to the fact that we probably know a�priori some information about the allowable �or useful	

processes and the geometry of the agent� posing the problem as a structure�from�motion vision procedure

is a very naive way of modeling the observer system� It should also be noted that the observer will have

to be an active one to be able to interact with the environment in such a way as to be able to 
see� at all

times� The idea of an active observer was discussed in the literature ������ and it was shown that an active

observer can solve basic vision problems in a much more e�cient way than a passive one�



We use a discrete event dynamic system as a high�level structuring technique to model the visual system�

Our formulation uses the knowledge about the system and the di�erent actions in order to solve the observer

problem in an e�cient� stable and practical way� The model incorporates di�erent relationships and the

possible errors in the actions� It also uses di�erent tracking mechanisms so that the observer can keep

track of the workspace of the changing environment� Low�level modules are developed for recognizing the


events� that causes state transitions within the dynamic system� The process uses a coarse quantization

of the actions in order to attain an active� adaptive and goal�directed sensing mechanism�

��� Visual Uncertainties

The work examines closely the possibilities for errors� mistakes and uncertainties in the visual� observer

construction process and event identi�cation mechanisms� We divide the problem into six major levels for

developing uncertainty models in the observation process� The sensor level models deals with the problems

in mapping ��D features to pixel coordinates and the errors incurred in that process� We identify these

uncertainties and suggest a framework for modeling them� The next level is the extraction strategy level�

in which we develop models for the possibility of errors in the low�level image processing modules used for

identifying features that are to be used in computing the ��D evolution of the scene under consideration

and computing the image �ow � In the third level� we utilize the geometric and mechanical properties of

the agent andor objects to reject unrealistic estimates for ��D movements that might have been obtained

from the �rst two levels�

After having obtained ��D models for the evolution of the relationship� we transform the ��D uncertainty

models into ��D uncertainty models for the structure and motion of the entire scene� The fourth level uses

the equations that govern the ��D to ��D relationship to perform the conversion� The �fth level rejects the

improbable ��D uncertainty models for motion and structure estimates by using the existing information

about the geometric and mechanical properties of the moving components in the scene� The sixth and

highest level is the DEDS formulation with uncertainties� in which state transitions and event identi�cation

is asserted according to the ��D models of uncertainty that were developed in the previous levels�

We describe the automaton model of a discrete event dynamic system �DEDS	 in the next section

and then proceed to formulate our framework for the observer construction� The Dynamic Recursive

Context for Finite State Machines �DRFSM	 is then described� with some applications� Then we develop

e�cient low�level event�identi�cation mechanisms for determining di�erent movements in the system and

for moving the observer� Next� the uncertainty levels are described in details�

� Discrete Event Dynamic Systems

Discrete event dynamic systems �DEDS	 are dynamic systems �typically

asynchronous	 in which state transitions are triggered by the occurrence of discrete events in the system�

DEDS are usually modeled by �nite state automata with partially observable events together with a

mechanism for enabling and disabling a subset of state transitions ����������������� We propose that this

model is a suitable framework for many reverse engineering tasks� In particular� we use the model as a

high�level structuring technique for our system�
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Figure �� A Simple DEDS Example

We can represent a DEDS by the following quadruple�

G � �X��� U��	

where X is the �nite set of states� � is the �nite set of possible events� U is the set of admissible control

inputs consisting of a speci�ed collection of subsets of �� corresponding to the choices of sets of controllable

events that can be enabled and � � � is the set of observable events�

We can visualize the concept of DEDS by means of the example in Figure �� The graphical representa�

tion is quite similar to a classical �nite automaton� Here� circles denote states� and events are represented

by arcs� The �rst symbol in each arc label denotes the event� while the symbol following 
� denotes the

corresponding output �if the event is observable	� Finally� we mark the controllable events by 
�u�� Thus�

in this example� X � f�� �� �� �g� � � f�� �� �g� � � f�� �g� and � is controllable at state � but not at state

��

An alive state is a state that can never undergo transitions leading to a state that has no outgoing

transitions �a dead state	� A system A is alive if all its states are alive� Stability can be de�ned with respect

to the states of a DEDS automaton� Assuming that we have identi�ed the set of 
good� states� E� that

we would like our DEDS to 
stay within� or to not stay outside for an in�nite time� then stabilizability

can be formally de�ned as follows�

Given a live system A and some E � X � x � X is stabilizable with respect to E �or E�stabilizable	

if there exists a combination of controllable events �control pattern	 K such that x is alive and does not

stay outside E forever �E�stable	 when K is used� A set of states� Q� is a stabilizable set if there exists a

control pattern K so that every x � Q is alive and stable in AK �A under the control pattern K	� and A

is a stabilizable system if X is a stabilizable set�

A DEDS is termed observable if we can use any sequence of observable events to determine the current

state exactly at intermittent points in time separated by a bounded number of events� More formally� take

any su�ciently long string� s� that can be generated from any initial state x� For any observable system�

we can then �nd a pre�x p of s such that p takes x to a unique state y and the length of the remaining

su�x is bounded by some integer no� Also� for any other string t� from some initial state x
�

� such that t

has the same output string as p� we require that t takes x
�

to the same� unique state y�

The basic idea behind strong output stabilizability is that we will know that the system is in state

E i� the observer state is a subset of E� The compensator should then force the observer to a state

corresponding to a subset of E at intervals of at most a �nite integer i of observable transitions� If Z is



the set of states of the observer� then � A is strongly output E�stabilizable if there exists a state feedback

K for the observer O such that OK is stable with respect to EO � f�x � Z j �x � Eg�

We advocate an approach in which a stabilizable semi�autonomous visual sensing interface would be

capable of making decisions about the state of the observed agent� Thus providing both symbolic and

parametric descriptions to the control module� The DEDS�based active sensing interface will be discussed

in the following section�

� Modeling and Constructing an Observer

The tasks that the autonomous observer system executes can be modeled e�ciently within a DEDS frame�

work� We use the DEDS model as a high level structuring technique to preserve and make use of the

information we know about the way in which an observation or exploration process should be explored�

The state and event description is associated with di�erent visual cues� for example� appearance of ob�

jects� speci�c ��D movements and structures� interaction between the a touching probe and a mechanical

part� and occlusions� A DEDS observer serves as an intelligent sensing module that utilizes existing in�

formation about the tasks and the environment to make informed tracking and correction movements and

autonomous decisions regarding the state of the system�

In order to know the current state of the exploration process we need to observe the sequence of events

occurring in the system and make decisions regarding the state of the automaton� State ambiguities are

allowed to occur� however� they are required to be resolvable after a bounded interval of events� The

goal will be to make the system a strongly output stabilizable one andor construct an observer to satisfy

speci�c task�oriented visual requirements� Many ��D visual cues for estimating ��D world behavior can be

used� Examples include� image motion� shadows� color and boundary information� The uncertainty in the

sensor acquisition procedure and in the image processing mechanisms should be taken into consideration

to compute the world uncertainty�

Foveal and peripheral vision strategies could be used for the autonomous 
focusing� on relevant aspects

of the scene� Pyramid vision approaches and logarithmic sensors could be used to reduce the dimensionality

and computational complexity for the scene under consideration�

As an example� robotic manipulation actions can be modeled e�ciently within a discrete event dynamic

system framework� It should be noted that we do not intend to discretize the workspace of the manipulating

robot hand or the movement of the hand� we are merely using the DEDS model as a high level structuring

technique to preserve and make use of the information we know about the way in which each manipulation

task should be performed� in addition to the knowledge about the physical limitations of both the observer

and manipulating robots� We avoid the excessive use of decision structures and exhaustive searches when

observing the ��D world motion and structure�

A bare�bone approach to solving the observation problem would have been to visually reconstruct the

full ��D motion parameters of the robot�s hand� which would have more than six degrees of freedom�

depending on the number of �ngers andor claws and how they move� The object�s motion should also

be recovered in ��D� which is complicated� especially if it is a non�rigid body� That process should be

done in real time while the task is being performed� A simple way of tracking is to keep a �xed geometric

relationship between the observer camera and the hand over time� However� the above formulation is

ine�cient� not needed and for all practical purposes infeasible to compute in real time� The limitation



of the observer reachability and the extensive computations required to perform the visual processing are

motives behind formulating the problem as a hierarchy of task�oriented observation modules that exploits

the higher�level knowledge about the existing system� in order to achieve a feasible mechanism of keeping

the visual process under supervision�

We do a coarse quantization of the visual manipulation actions which has both continuous and dis�

crete aspects of manipulation dynamics� State transitions within the manipulation domain are asserted

according to probabilistic models that determine at di�erent instances of time whether the visual scene

under inspection has changed its state within the discrete event dynamic system state space� We next

discuss building the manipulation model for two simple tasks� grasping and screwing� then we proceed to

develop the observer for these tasks� Formulating the uncertainty models for the state transitions and the

inter�state continuous dynamics will be left for the sections that deal with the di�erent uncertainty levels

and event identi�cation mechanisms�

��� Building the Model

The ultimate goal of the observation mechanism is to be able to know at all �or most	 of the time what

is the current manipulation process and what is the visual relationship between the hand and the object�

It should be noticed that this concept is very similar to the concept of observability as de�ned in the

previous section for general DEDS� The fact that the observer will have to move in order to keep track

of the manipulation process� makes one think of the output feedback stabilizability principle for general

DEDS as a model for the tracking technique that has to be performed by the observer�s camera�

In real�world applications� many manipulation tasks are performed by robots� including� but not limited

to� lifting� pushing� pulling� grasping� squeezing� screwing and unscrewing of machine parts� Modeling all

the possible tasks and also the possible order in which they are to performed is possible to do within a

DEDS state model� The di�erent handobject visual relationships for di�erent tasks can be modeled as the

set of states X � Movements of the hand and object� either as ��D or ��D motion vectors� and the positions

of the hand within the image frame of the observer�s camera can be thought of as the events� set � that

causes state transitions within the manipulation process� Assuming� for the time being� that we have no

direct control over the manipulation process itself� we can de�ne the set of admissible control inputs U as

the possible tracking actions that can be performed by the hand holding the camera� which actually can

alter the visual con�guration of the manipulation process �with respect to the observer�s camera	� Further�

we can de�ne a set of 
good� states� where the visual con�guration of the manipulation process enables

the camera to keep track and to know the movements in the system� Thus� it can be seen that the problem

of observing the robot reduces to the problem of forming an output stabilizing observer for the system

under consideration� which was discussed in details in the previous section�

It should be noted that a DEDS representation for a manipulation task is by no means unique� in fact�

the degree of e�ciency depends on the person who builds the model for the task� testing the optimality of

a manipulation models is an issue that is to be addressed in the future� Automating the process of building

a model is another issue that will have to be addressed later� As the observer identi�es the current state

of a manipulation task in a non ambiguous manner� it can then start using a practical and e�cient way

to determine the next state within a prede�ned set� and consequently perform necessary tracking actions

to stabilize the observation process with respect to the set of good states� That is� the current state of the



system tells the observer what to look for in the next step�

����� A Grasping Task

We present a simple model for a grasping task� The model is that of a gripper approaching an object and

grasping it� The task domain was chosen for simplifying the idea of building a model for a manipulation

task� It is obvious that more complicated models for grasping or other tasks can be built� The example

shown here is for illustration purposes�

As shown in Figure �� the model represents a view of the hand at state �� with no object in sight� at

state �� the object starts to appear� at state �� the object is in the claws of the gripper and at state ��

the claws of the gripper close on the object� The view as presented in the �gure is a frontal view with

respect to the camera image plane� however� the hand can assume any ��D orientation as so long as the

claws of the gripper are within sight of the observer� for example� in the case of grasping an object resting

on a tilted planar surface� This demonstrates the continuous dynamics aspects of the system� In other

words� di�erent orientations for the approaching hand are allowable and observable� State changes occur

only when the object appear in sight or when the hand encloses it� The frontal upright view is used to

facilitate drawing the automaton only� It should be noted that these states can be considered as the set

of good states E� since these states are the expected di�erent visual con�gurations of a hand and object

within a grasping task�

States � and � represent instability in the system as they describe the situation where the hand is not

centered with respect to the camera imaging plane� in other words� the hand andor object are not in a

good visual position with respect to the observer as they tend to escape the camera view� These states

are considered as 
bad� states as the system will go into a non�visual state unless we correct the viewing

position� The set X � f�� �� �� �� �� �g is the �nite set of states� the set E � f�� �� �� �g is the set of 
good�

states�

The events are de�ned as motion vectors or motion vector probability distributions� as will be described

later� that causes state transitions and as the appearance of the object into the viewed scene� The transition

from state � to state � is caused by the appearance of the object� The transition from state � to state � is

caused by the event that the hand has enclosed the object� while the transition from state � to state � is

caused by the inward movement of the gripper claws� The transition from the set f�� �g to the set f�� �g

is caused by movement of the hand as it escapes the camera view or by the increase in depth between the

camera and the viewed scene� that is� the hand moving far away from the camera� The self loops are caused

by either the stationarity of the scene with respect to the viewer or by the continuous movement of the hand

as it changes orientation but without tending to escape a good viewing position of the observer� In the

next section we discus di�erent techniques to identify the events� The controllable events denoted by 
� t�

are the tracking actions required by the hand holding the camera to compensate for the observed motion�

Tracking techniques will later be addressed in detail� All the events in this automaton are observable and

thus the system can be represented by the triple G � �X��� T 	� where X is the �nite set of states� � is the

�nite set of possible events and T is the set of admissible tracking actions or controllable events�

It should be mentioned that this model of a grasping task could be extended to allow for error detection

and recovery� Also search states could be added in order to 
look� for the hand if it is no where in sight�

The purpose of constructing the system is to develop an observer for the automaton which will enable us



Figure �� A Model for a Grasping Task

to determine the current state of the system at intermittent points in time and further more� enable us

to use the sequence of events and control to 
guide� the observer into the set of good states E and thus

stabilize the observation process� Disabling the tracking events will obviously make the system neither

stable or pre�stable with respect to the set E � f�� �� �� �g� however� it should be noted that the subset

f�� �g is already stable with respect to E regardless of the tracking actions� that is� once the system is

in state � or �� it will remain in E �as de�ned by our formulation of the model	� The whole system is

stabilizable w�r�t� E� enabling the tracking events will cause all the paths from any state to go through E

in a �nite number of transitions and then will visit E in�nitely often�

����� A Screwing Task

The next model we present is one for a simple screwing task� The task is that of a gripper screwing

an object �a nail for example	� It is assumed that the claws of the gripper already encloses the nail

and that contact is maintained throughout the process� the rotation is allowed to be either clockwise or

anticlockwise�

As shown in Figure �� the model represents a frontal view of the hand at state �� with the object

between the claws� the hand starts to rotate at state � and � with some view of the claws and the object

still in sight and the claws are occluded at state � which represents a side view of the gripper� This speci�c

visual representation was chosen because of the fact that transitions between states � and � and the self

loop at � cannot be compensated by a tracking action due to the physical limitations of the tracking arm�



Figure �� A Model for a Screwing Task

in other words� the observing robot might not be able to do ��� degrees rotations around the manipulating

hand� especially if the workspaces of both robots do not intersect and both are �xed� non�mobile robots�

As mentioned before� the frontal upright view with respect to the camera imaging plane in state one was

chosen only to facilitate drawing the automaton� The hand can assume any ��D orientation as so long as

the claws in states �� � and � are within sight of the observer� for example� in the case of screwing a nail

into a tilted wall�

As shown by our model� the automaton tends to keep the frontal view of the hand as long as possible

�as far as the observer robot can rotate	� after that the observer will just have to sit idle until rotation

of the hand is trackable again� If one de�ne the stable visual state as state �� then obviously the system

cannot be made stable with respect to that state� however� one can think of a screwing action on the whole

as a stable set� since the robot hand is always within sight of the observer and it does not tend to escape

the viewing �eld� In that case the set of 
good� states E is the same as the set X � f�� �� �� �g� the �nite

set of states� The goal of the observer in that case would basically be trying to keep a frontal view as long

as it can�

The event e� can be de�ned as rotations that the observer robot can track and keep a frontal position

of the hand� while e� is the one that makes the observable robot reach its 
limit� position where it cannot

rotate around the hand in the same direction any longer� The rotations e� are the untrackable rotations�

which lie beyond the reachable workspace of the observable robot� The event e� can be de�ned as the

event that causes the visual scene to be a side view of the gripper�



��� Developing the Observer

In order to know the current state of the manipulation process we need to observe the sequence of events

occurring in the system and make decisions regarding the state of the automaton� state ambiguities are

allowed to occur� however� they are required to be resolvable after a bounded interval of events� An

observer� as de�ned in the previous section� have to be constructed according to the visual system for

which we developed a DEDS model� The goal will be to make the system a strongly output stabilizable

one andor construct an observer to satisfy speci�c task�oriented visual requirements that the user may

specify depending on the nature of the process� It should be noticed that events can be asserted with a

speci�c probability as will be described in the sections to come and thus state transitions can be made

according to pre�speci�ed thresholds that compliments each state de�nition� In the case of developing

ambiguities in determining current and future states� the history of evolution of past event probabilities

can be used to navigate backwards in the observer automaton till a strong match is perceived� a fail state

is reached or the initial ambiguity is asserted�

As an example� for the model of the grasping task� an observer can be formed for the system as shown

in Figure �� It can be easily seen that the system can be made stable with respect to the set EO as de�ned

in the previous section�

At the beginning� the state of the system is totally ambiguous� however� the observer can be 
guided�

to the set EO consisting of all the subsets of the good states E as de�ned on the visual system model� It

can be seen that by enabling the tracking event from the state ��� �	 to the state ��� �	� all the system

can be made stable with respect to EO and thus the system is strongly output stabilizable� The singleton

states represent the instances in time where the observer will be able to determine without ambiguity the

current state of the system�

In the next sections we shall elaborate on de�ning the di�erent events in the visual manipulation system

and discuss di�erent techniques for event and state identi�cation� We shall also introduce a framework

for computing the uncertainty in determining the observable visual events in the system and a method

by which the uncertainty distribution in the system can be used to e�ciently keep track of the di�erent

observer states and to navigate in the observer automaton�

��� Error States and Sequences

We can utilize the observer framework for recognizing error states and sequences� The idea behind this

recognition task is to be able to report on visually incorrect sequences� In particular� if there is a pre�

determined observer model of a particular inspection task under observation� then it would be useful to

determine if something goes wrong with the exploration actions� The goal of this reporting procedure is

to alert the an operator or autonomously supply feedback to the inspecting robot so that it could correct

its actions� An example of errors in inspection is unexpected occlusions between the observer camera and

the inspection environment� or probing the part in a manner that might break the probe� The correct

sequences of automata state transitions can be formulated as the set of strings that are acceptable by the

observer automaton� This set of strings represents precisely the language describing all possible visual task

evolution steps�



Figure �� Observer for the Grasping System
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Figure �� A Hierarchy of Tasks�



��� Hierarchical Representation

Figure � shows a hierarchy of three submodels� Motives behind establishing hierarchies in the DEDS

modeling of di�erent exploration tasks includes reducing the search space of the observer and exhibiting

modularity in the controller design� This is done through the designer� who subdivides the task space

of the exploring robot into separate submodels that are inherently independent� Key events cause the

transfer of the observer control to new submodels within the hierarchical description� Transfer of control

through the observer hierarchy of models allows coarse to �ne shift of attention in recovering events and

asserting state transitions�

��� Mapping Module

The object of having a mapping module is to dispense with the need for the manual design of DEDS

automaton for various platform tasks� In particular� we would like to have an o� line module which is to

be supplied with some symbolic description of the task under observation and whose output would be the

code for a DEDS automata that is to be executed as the observer agent� The problem reduces to �guring

out what is an appropriate form for the task description� The error state paradigm motivated regarding

this problem as the inverse problem of determining acceptable languages for a speci�c DEDS observer

automaton� In particular� we suggest a skeleton for the mapping module that transform a collection of

input strings into an automaton model�

The idea is to supply the mapping module with a collection of strings that represents possible state

transition sequences� The input highly depends on the task under observation� what is considered as

relevant states and how coarse the automaton should be� The sequences are input by an operator� It should

be obvious that the 
Garbage�in�garbage�out� principle holds for the construction process� in particular�

if the set of input strings is not representative of all possible scene evolutions� then the automaton would

be a faulty one� The experience and knowledge that the operator have would in�uence the outcome of the

resulting model� However� it should be noticed that the level of experience needed for providing these sets

of strings is much lower than the level of experience needed for a designer to actually construct a DEDS

automaton manually� The description of the events that cause transitions between di�erent symbols in the

set of strings should be supplied to the module in the form of a list�

As an illustrative example� suppose that the task under consideration is simple grasping of one object

and that all we care to know is three con�gurations� whether the hand is alone in the scene� whether there

is an object in addition to the hand and whether enclosure has occurred� If we represent the con�gurations

by three states h� ho and hc� then the operator would have to supply the mapping module with a list

of strings in a language� whose alphabet consists of those three symbols� and those strings should span

the entire language� so that the resulting automaton would accept all possible con�guration sequences�

The mapping from a set of strings in a regular language into a minimal equivalent automaton is a solved

problem in automata theory�

One possible language to describe this simple automaton is �

L � hh�hoh
�

ohch
�

c

and a corresponding DEDS automaton is shown in Figure ��

The best�case scenario would have been for the operator to supply exactly the language L to the

mapping module with the appropriate event de�nitions� However� it could be the case that the set of
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Figure �� An Automaton for Simple Grasping�

strings that the operator supplies do not represent the task language correctly� and in that case some

learning techniques would have to be implemented which� in e�ect� augment the input set of strings into

a language that satis�es some pre�determined criteria� For example� y� is substituted for any string of y�s

having a length greater than n� and so on� In that case the resulting automaton would be correct up to a

certain degree� depending on the operator�s experience and the correctness of the learning strategy�

� The Dynamic Recursive Context for Finite State Machines

The Dynamic Recursive Context for Finite State Machines �DRFSM	 is a new methodology to represent

and implement multi�level recursive processes using systematic implementation techniques� By multi�level

process we mean any processing operations that are done repetitively with di�erent parameters� DRFSM

has proved to be a very e�cient way to solve many complicated problems in the inspection paradigm

using an easy notation and a straight forward implementation� especially for objects that have similar

multi�level structures with di�erent parameters� The main idea of the DRFSM is to reuse the conventional

DEDS Finite State Machine for a new level after changing some of the transition parameters� After

exploring this level� it will retake its old parameters and continue exploring the previous levels� Also� the

implementation of such machines can be generated automatically by some modi�cation to existing reactive

behavior design tools that are capable of producing code from state machine descriptions �drawings	 by

adding a recursive representation to the conventional representation of �nite state machines� and then

generating the appropriate code for it�

����� De�nitions

� Variable Transition Value� Any variable value that depends on the level of recursion�

� Variable Transition Vector� The vector containing all variable transitions values� and is dynam�

ically changed from level to level�

� Recursive State� A state calling another state recursively� and this state is responsible for changing

the variable transition vector to its new value according to the new level�

� Dead�End State� A state that does not call any other state �no transition arrows come out of it	�

In DRFSM� when this state is reached� it means to go back to a previous level� or quit if it is the �rst

level� This state is usually called the Error�trapping state� It is desirable to have several dead�end

states to represent di�erent types of errors that can happen in the system�
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����� DRFSM Representation

We will use the same notation and terms of the ordinary FSM�s� but some new notation to represent

recursive states and variable transitions� First� we permit a new type of transition� as shown in Figure ��

�from state C to A	� this is called the Recursive Transition �RT	� A recursive transition arrow �RTA	

from one state to another means that the transition from the �rst state to the second state is done by

a recursive call to the second one after changing the Variable Transition Vector� Second� the transition

condition from a state to another may contain variable parameters according to the current level� These

variable parameters are distinguished from the constant parameters by the notation V�parameter name	�

All variable parameters of all state transitions constitute the Variable Transition Vector� Figure � is the

equivalent FSM representation �or the �at representation	 of the DRFSM shown in Figure �� for three

levels� and it illustrates the compactness and e�ciency of the new notation for this type of process� In

many cases� however� it is impossible to build the equivalent FSM for a process because some values of its
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Variable Transition Vector are unde�ned until their corresponding level is reached� In these cases DRFSM�s

are the most appropriate way to deal with such applications�

����� Implementation of DRFSM

We intend to develop extensions to reactive behavior design tools by adding some facilities to allow drawing

of DRFSM�s and to generate the appropriate C code with a recursive call to some states with variable

transition conditions� The required modi�cations will be accomplished in two phases�

� Drawing Phase�

� Code Generation Phase�

In the drawing phase a new arrow will be added �RTA	 to represent a recursive call to any state� Also

a notation for variable transition value will be added as shown in Figure ��

In the code generation phase� it is very important to preserve backward compatibility� fortunately� that

is easy since we can check for the existence of RTA�s� If no RTA is found� then it is a FSM and the code

generated for this machine will be the same as before� On the other hand� if any RTA is found� then the

following steps are required�

� Collect all variable transitions to form the VTV�

� For each RTA in the �gure build a user�de�ned function� Get New VTV to be �lled by the user of

the reactive behavior design tool later� since this function is very application dependent� then its

purpose is to get the values of the new vector to be used in the new level of recursion� and it will be

called from the recursive state�

� All states� functions will have a parameter which is the VTV�

With these modi�cations backward compatibility is guaranteed and the implementation of any DRFSM

is easily maintained�



����� How to use DRFSM 	

To apply DRFSM for any problem the following steps are required�

� Problem Analysis� Divide the problem into states� so that each state accomplishes a simple task�

� Transition Conditions� Find the transition conditions between the di�erent states�

� Explore the repetitive part in the problem �recursive property	 and specify the recursive states� Some

problems however may not have this property� In those cases a FSM is a better solution�

� VTV formation� If there are di�erent transitions values for each level� these variables have to be

de�ned�

� Error trapping� Using robust analysis� a set of possible errors can be established� then one or more

Dead�End state�s	 are added�

� DRFSM Design� Use the reactive behavior design tool to draw the DRFSM and generate the corre�

sponding C code�

� Implementation� The code generated by the reactive behavior design tool has to be �lled out with

the exact task of each state� the error handling routines should be written� and the required output

has to be implemented as well�

����
 Applying DRFSM in Feature extraction

As an example� We use a BW CCD camera and a coordinate measuring machine �CMM	 to sense a

mechanical part� A DRFSM implementation �see below	 of a discrete event dynamic system �DEDS	

algorithm is used to facilitate the state recovery of the inspection process� The DRFSM DEDS controller

will be able to model and report the state evolution of the inspection process�

In inspection� the DEDS guides the sensing machines to the parts of the objects where discrepancies

occur between the real object �or a CAD model of it	 and the recovered structure data points andor

parameters� The DEDS formulation also compensates for noise in the sensor readings �both ambiguities

and uncertainties	 using a probabilistic approach for computing the ��D world parameters� The recovered

data from the sensing module is then used to drive the CAD module� The DEDS sensing agent is thus

used to collect data of a passive element for designing structures� an exciting extension is to use a similar

DEDS observer for moving agents and subsequently design behaviors through a learning stage�

An experiment was performed for inspecting a mechanical part using a camera and the coordinate

measuring machine� A prede�ned DRFSM state machine was used as the observer agent skeleton� The

camera was placed on a stationary tripod at the base of the table so that the part was always in view� The

probe could then extend into the �eld of view and come into contact with the part� as shown in Figure ���

Symbolic Representation of Features� For the above experiment we were concerned with open regions

�O	 and closed regions �C	� Any closed region may contain other features �the recursive property	� Using

parenthesis notation the syntax for representing features can be written as follow�

� feature � �� C�� subfeature �	 j C�	

� subfeature � �� � term �� � subfeature � j � term �
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� term � �� O j � feature �

For example� the symbolic notation of Figure �� is

C�O�C�O�C�	�C�O		�C�		

Figure �� shows the graphical representation of this recursive structure which is a tree�like structure�

Future modi�cations to DRFSM�s includes allowing di�erent functions for each level�

Figure �� shows a simple DRFSM DEDS machine for the exploration and inspection of mechanical

parts� using both active vision and touch sensors�

� Event Identi�cation

In this section we discuss di�erent techniques for calculating the 
events� that causes state transitions

within the model that we discussed in the previous sections� We introduce the concept of uncertainty in

recovering the visual actions of the manipulation process� as an example� and formulate a way of using

the uncertainty in the system in an e�cient recovery mechanism� Using the formulation in the previous

section� it can be shown� from the examples used in modeling the manipulation process� that the events

that causes state transitions are either primitives like speci�c ��D movements of the manipulating hand

andor events like 
there is an object now in view�� 
the hand has enclosed the object� and so on� The
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events that are supposed to be identi�ed and recovered at di�erent states of the observer automaton are

highly dependent on the current state in the observation process� Thus the observer tends to 
look� at

speci�c actions at di�erent instances of time�

We next discuss techniques to be used in identifying the ��D motion of the manipulation hand andor

the object� which are events that are always important to recover in order to enable the observer to

navigate in the automaton� The process is started by identifying the manipulating hand and the object �if

it exists	 within the observer�s viewing window� We then proceed to develop an algorithm for detecting the

two�dimensional motion vectors of the hand on the observer�s camera plane� Overall motion estimation

and di�erent tracking strategies are then developed in order to be able to stabilize the observer in the most

e�cient way�

In order to identify the manipulating hand movement within a grasping task� we use the image motion

to estimate the motion� This task can be accomplished by either feature tracking or by computing the

full optic �ow� Feature tracking seems to be a good option for determining the hand motion� especially

since the same hand will probably be used throughout the manipulation process� and if the system is

to be ported to another manufacturing environment� then the interface that tracks speci�c features can

be changed while maintaining modularity� On the other hand� determining the full optic �ow seems to

be essential for computing the object motion� as we might not know in advance any shape or material

information about the objects to be manipulated�

Many techniques were developed to estimate the optic �ow �the ��D image motion vectors	 �������������������

we propose an algorithm for calculating the image �ow and then we discuss a simpler version of the same

algorithm for real time detection of the ��D motion vectors� The image �ow detection technique we use is

based on the sum�of�squared�di�erences optic �ow� We consider two images� � and � as shown in Figure ���

For every pixel �x� y	 in image � we consider a pixel area N surrounding it and search a neighboring area

S to seek a corresponding area in image � such that the sum of squared di�erences in the pixel gray levels

is minimal as follows �

SSD��x� �y	 � min
�x��y�S

X
�x��y�N

�E�x !x� y  !y	� �E��x !x� �y  !y	��

The image �ow vector of pixel �x� y	 then points from the center of N in the �rst image to the center

of the best match in the second image� The search area S should be restricted for practicality measures�

In the case of multiple best matches� we can use the one which implies minimum motion� as a heuristic

favoring small movements� It should be noted that the accuracy of direction and magnitude of the optic

�ow determination depends on the sizes of the neighborhoods N and S�

There are three basic problems with this simple approach� one is that the sum of squared di�erences

will be near zero for all directions wherever the graylevel is relatively uniform� the second is that it su�ers

from the so�called 
aperture problem� even if there is a signi�cant graylevel variation� To illustrate this

point� consider a vertical edge moving to the right by one pixel distance� and suppose the N window size

is � � � pixels and the S window size is � � � pixels� the squared�di�erences at an edge point reaches its

maximum for three directions as indicated by the vectors �in pixel displacements	� ��� �	� �����	 and ��� �	�

Figure �� illustrates the aperture problem� where the direction of motion of edge E cannot be determined

by viewing E through the aperture A� The third problem is that the scheme will only determine the

displacement to pixel accuracy�



Figure ��� Identifying the SSD Optic Flow

Figure ��� The Aperture Problem and Normal Flow Estimation

We solve the �rst problem by estimating the motion only at the hand or object pixels �as determined

by the two�dimensional segmentation scheme	 where the intensity changes signi�cantly� The Sobel edge

detector is applied to the �rst image to estimate the edge magnitude M�x� y	 and direction D�x� y	 for

every pixel �

M�x� y	 �
q
E�
x  E�

y

D�x� y	 � tan��
�
Ex

Ey

�

where Ex and Ey are the partial derivatives of the �rst image with respect to x and y� respectively� The

edge direction and magnitude is discretized depending on the size of the windows N and S� The motion

is then estimated at only the pixels where the gradient magnitude exceeds the input threshold value�



Figure ��� Subpixel Accuracy for the Optic Flow

Motion ambiguity due to the aperture problem can be solved by estimating only the normal �ow

vector� It is well known that the motion along the direction of intensity gradient only can be recovered�

Then we evaluate the SSD functions at only those locations that lie on the gradient directions and choose

the one corresponding to the minimal SSD� if more than one minimal SSD exist we can choose the one

corresponding to the smallest movement� as described above� The full �ow vector can then be estimated

by using the following equation which relates the normal �ow vector �vn to the full �ow vector �v�

�vn � �v��n

This method works under the assumption that the hand image motion is locally constant� Solving

the over�determined linear system will result in a solution for the full �ow� The least square error of the

system can help us to decide whether the assumption is a reasonably valid one for determining the event

that caused the transition in the DEDS� On the other hand� full �ow determination can be performed for

small clusters of points in the image and a number of full �ow estimates is then used for ��D recovery�

To obtain sub�pixel accuracy� we can �t a one�dimensional curve along the direction of the gradient for

all the SSD values obtained� A polynomial of the degree of the number of points used along the gradient can

be used to obtain the best precision� However� for an S window of size ��� pixels or less and an N window

of size �� � or so� a quadratic function can be used for e�ciency and to avoid optimizational instabilities

for higher order polynomials� Subpixel accuracy using a quadratic function is shown in Figure ��� The

subpixel optimum can be obtained by �nding the minimum of the function used and using the displacement

at which it occurred as the image �ow estimate� To avoid probable discontinuities in the SSD values� the

image could be smoothed �rst using a gaussian with a small variance�

A simpler version of the above algorithm can be implemented in real�time using a multi�resolution

approach ����� We restrict the window size of N to �� � and that of S to �� �� and perform the algorithm

on di�erent levels of the gaussian image pyramid� A gaussian pyramid is constructed by the successive

applications of gaussian low�pass �ltering and decimation by half� The pyramid processor� PVM�� is

capable of producing complete gaussian pyramid from a ��� by ��� image in one video frame � �
�� of a

second	� Maxvideo boards can be used for the simultaneous estimation of image �ow at all the levels of



the pyramid for all the pixels� Image �ow of � pixel at the second level would correspond to � pixels in the

original image� � pixel displacement at the third level would correspond to � pixels in the original image�

and so on� The level with the smallest least square �tting error of the normal �ow can be chosen to get

the full �ow and the motion vector is scaled accordingly� This method is crude in the sense that it only

allow image �ow values of ����� or � pixel displacement at each pixel� but it can be used for detecting fast

movements of the hand�

By either using a �ow recovery algorithm or a feature identi�cation and tracking algorithm� we end

up having a set of values for ��D displacements of a number of pixels� The problem now is to model the

uncertainty in those ��D estimates� which are to be used later for ��D parameter recovery� For example� if

the estimate is � for a speci�c ��D feature � that pixel �xi� yj	 has moved to pixel �xm� yn	� then the problem

reduces to �nding space probability distributions for the four indices� The sensor acquisition procedure

�grabbing images	 and uncertainty in image processing mechanisms for determining features are factors

that should be taken into consideration when the uncertainty in the optic �ow is computed� In sections ��

� and � we discuss these problems in details�

��� Recovering ��D events

One can model an arbitrary ��D motion in terms of stationary�scenemoving�viewer as shown in Figure ���

The optic �ow at the image plane can be related to the ��D world as indicated by the following pair of

equations for each point �x� y	 in the image plane ���� �

vx �

�
x
VZ
Z
�

VX
Z

�
 
h
xy"X �

�
�  x�

�
"Y  y"Z

i

vy �

�
y
VZ
Z
�

VY
Z

�
 
h�
�  y�

�
"X � xy"Y � x"Z

i
where vx and vy are the image velocity at image location �x� y	� �VX � VY � VZ	 and �"X �"Y �"Z	 are the

translational and rotational velocity vectors of the observer� and Z is the unknown distance from the

camera to the object�

In this system of equations� the only knowns are the ��D vectors vx and vy� if we use the formulation

with uncertainty then basically the ��D vectors are random variables with a known probability distribution�

In case that the real ��D relationships between feature points �on the hand	 are known� then recovering

the absolute depth is a simple process� The equations can then be be formalized� in case that that the ��D

features lie on a planar surface� as follows �

vx � ��� px� qy	
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where Zo is the absolute depth� p and q are the planar surface orientations� It should be noticed that the

resulting system of equations is nonlinear� however� it has some linear properties� The rotational part� for

example� is totally linear� In section � we discuss di�erent methods for solving the system of equations

and thus recovering the ��D parameters in real time with and without uncertainty formulation�



Figure ��� Formulation for Stationary SceneMoving Viewer

A part of the events de�nition� as mentioned before� is the recognition of the existence of an object�

for example� In other words� identifying objects in the visual scene and not only recovering ��D motion�

Orientation of the object relative to the observer�s camera and its shape can always be asserted by a

simple ��D segmentation strategy� A data base of di�erent shapes and orientations for di�erent sized

objects with the associated state that they may be manipulated in may be used and updated by the

system� Correlation�based matching techniques can be used to compare ��D object representations� while

moment computations are used to scale� shift and re�orient the shapes to be correlated� New objects can

still be recognized and stored in this data base to facilitate future accesses�

��� The Controllable Events

The only kind of control inputs that can be supplied to the observer robot are the tracking actions�

Depending on the nature of the manipulation process� the observer has to keep track of the hand and

object within the camera image plane in such a way so as to be able to observe the process� The intelligent

tracking control is supplied by the DEDS formulation� Simple�minded tracking ideas� like keeping �xed

��D relation between the camera and the manipulating agent are not to be used in our system� The

manipulation action might be a simple one that does not require complex tracking� such as screwing and

unscrewing� however� more complex events� where the hand may occlude the manipulation process� or when

the hand starts moving away from the observer� might suggest the need for complex tracking mechanisms�

including translations and rotations of the observing robot hand on which the camera is mounted�

A subset of the three�dimensional motion and structure parameters would have to be calculated using

two or more frames �������������� The size of the subset will depend on the expected kind of ��D motion� as

the current state of the DEDS system will specify� Our system needs to track the object while using all the

six degrees of freedom of the observer robot in order to position the observer at the best feasible position

at di�erent states of the automaton� Using rotations only to follow the end e�ector of the manipulating



robot is not su�cient for the stabilizing observer�

Two kinds of tracking mechanisms can be used� in the �rst kind� the two images on which the motion

estimation algorithms will be used� will be taken while the camera is stationary and then the camera will

move and the process will be repeated after the camera stops� The observer movement will be a 
jerky�

one� Another scheme can be used where the camera can grab images while the robot arm holding it is

moving� in this case one should compensate for the moving arm before calculating the image �ow of the

hand andor object� Thus� the problem reduces to �nding the image �ow due to the camera movement

using the stationary�scenemoving�viewer ��D formulation� In the absence of translations� for example�

we can compensate for the rotational part in a very fast and e�cient way� Compensation will have to be

performed before using the structure and motion recovery algorithms�

� Sensor Uncertainties

In this section and the next two sections we develop and discuss modeling the uncertainties in the re�

covered ��D displacement vectors� There are many sources of errors and ways to model uncertainties in

image processing ����� As mentioned in the section describing techniques for recovering the image �ow�

the uncertainty in the recovered values results from sensor uncertainties and noise and from the image

processing techniques used to extract and track features� When dealing with measurements of any sort�

it is always the case that the measurements are accompanied by some error� Mistakes also occur� where

mistakes are not large errors but failures of a system component or more� A description of errors� mistakes

and modeling them can be found in ������

The observer robot uses a camera to grab and register images of the manipulation system� thus� need

to know the errors in mapping from the ��D world features to the ��D domain which is used in forming

��D hypothesis about the task under supervision� The accuracy� precision and modeling uncertainty of the

camera as our sensor is an important issue and the �rst step towards forming a full uncertainty model for

recovering the ��D events in the observer automaton�

As a lot of the image processing algorithms compute derivatives of the intensity function� noise in the

image will be ampli�ed and propagated throughout the observation process� The goal of this treatment is

to �nd a distribution for the uncertainty of mapping a speci�c ��D feature into a speci�c pixel value� In

other words� if the feature ��D position was discovered to be �i� j	� then the goal is to �nd a ��D distribution

for i and j� assuming that there is no uncertainty in the technique used to extract the ��D feature� the

technique�s uncertainty will be discussed in the next section� The end product of modeling the sensor

uncertainty is to be able to say a statement like � 
The ��D feature F is located in the ��D pixel position

�i� j	 with probability p� or located in the ��D pixel position �i� j �	 with probability p� or ���� given that

the registered location is �l�m	� such that p�  p�  ����� pn � �� and � � error in the ��D feature recovery

mechanism��

��� Image Formation Errors

The errors in the image formation process are basically of two di�erent kinds� as was discussed in ����

The �rst type is a spatial error� the other type is a temporal error� The spatial error due to the noise

characteristics of a CCD transducer can be due to many reasons� among which are dark signatures and



illumination signatures� The technique to be used is to take a large number of images� we can denote

the image intensity function as a ��D function I�u� v� t	� with spatial arguments u and v and temporal

argument t� The sample mean of the image intensities over N time samples can be denoted by I�u� v	�

I�u� v	 �
�

N

NX
t��

I�u� v� t	

The spatial variance in a �� � neighborhood of the means is computed by�

s��u� v	 �
�X

i���

�X
j���

�I�u i� v j	� I�u� v		�

The dark signature of the camera can be determined by computing I�u� v	 of each pixel with the lens

cap on� It will be found that a small number of pixels will have non�zero mean and non�zero variance� The

speci�c pixel locations are blemished and should be registered� The uniform illumination is computed by

placing a nylon di�user over the lens and computing the mean and variance� It will be noticed that due

to digitizing the CCD array into a pixel array of di�erent size� and the di�erence in sample rates between

the digitizer and camera� the border of the image will have di�erent mean and variance from the interior

of the image� Some 
stuck� pixels at the location of the blemished pixels will also be noted� The contrast

transfer function will also be noted to vary at di�erent distances from the center of the lens�

Temporal noise characteristics can also be identi�ed by taking a number of experiments and notice

the time dependency of the pixels intensity function� In our treatment and for our modeling purposes we

concentrate on the spatial distribution of noise and its e�ect on �nding the ��D uncertainty in recovering

a ��D feature location in the pixel array�

��� Calibration and Modeling Uncertainties

Methods to compute the translation and rotation of the camera with respect to its coordinates� as well as

the camera parameters� such as the focal length� radial distortion coe�cients� scale factor and the image

origin� have been developed and discussed in the literature ����������� We use a static camera calibration

technique to model the uncertainty in ��D to ��D feature locations� In particular we use the sequence of

steps used to transform from ��D world coordinates to computer pixel coordinates in order to recover the

pixel uncertainties� due to the sensor noise characteristics described previously�

The inputs to the system we utilize are two sets of coordinates� �Xf � Yf	� which are the computer

��D pixel image coordinates in frame memory and �xw� yw� zw	� which are the ��D world coordinates of

a set of coplanar points impressed on a piece of paper with known inter�point distances� A discussion

of the exact mathematical formulation of the inter�step computations to �nd all the parameters can be

found in ����� Our approach is to treat the whole camera system as a black box and make inputoutput

measurements and develop a model of its parametric behaviour� The next step is to utilize the recovered

camera parameters and the number of ��D points which we created in order to formulate a distribution of

the ��D uncertainty�

The strategy used to �nd the ��D uncertainty in the features ��D representation is to utilize the

recovered camera parameters and the ��D world coordinates �xw� yw� zw	 of the known set of points and



compute the corresponding pixel coordinates� for points distributed throughout the image plane a number

of times� �nd the actual feature pixel coordinates and construct ��D histograms for the displacements from

the recovered coordinates for the experiments performed� The number of the experiments giving a certain

displacement error would be the z axis of this histogram� while the x and y axis are the displacement

error� Di�erent histograms can be used for di�erent ��D pixel positions distributed throughout the image

plane� The three dimensional histogram functions are then normalized such that the volume under the

histogram is equal to � unit volume and the resulting normalized function is used as the distribution of

pixel displacement error� thus modeling the sensor uncertainty� The black box approach is thus used to

model errors in a statistical sense�

� Image Processing Uncertainties

In this section we describe a technique by which developing uncertainties due to the image processing

strategy can be modeled� In addition� we end the discussion by combining both the sensor uncertainties

developed in the previous section and the models developed in this section to generate distribution models

for the uncertainty in estimating the ��D motion vectors� These models are to be used for determining the

full uncertainty in recovering the ��D events that causes state transitions between states of the observer

automaton�

We start by identifying some basic measures and ideas that are used frequently to recognize the be�

haviour of basic image processing algorithms and then proceed to describe the technique we use in order

to compute the error model in locating certain features from their ��D representation in the pixel array�

We concentrate on modeling the error incurred in extracting edges� as edge extraction is a very popular

mechanism that is used for both identifying feature points on the manipulating hand and also for com�

puting ��D contours of the object under supervision� When we discussed �ow recovery techniques before�

it was discussed in details that the optic �ow recovery algorithm using local matching works well for the

intensity boundaries and not for the inside regions�

��� Edge Extraction Uncertainties

Edge extraction strategies and methods to evaluate their performance qualitatively and quantatively have

been presented and discussed in the literature �������������� There are many types of edges� ideal� ramp

and noisy edges are only three of them� Di�erent curvatures in the edges also constitute another dimension

to be taken into consideration when it comes to asserting the types of edges that exist in an image�

The goal of developing the error models for edge extraction to to be able to say a statement like �


Given that the ��D feature recovered using the edge recovery S is in pixel position �x� y	� then there is a

probability that the feature was originally at pixel position �x �� y	 with probability p� or ���� etc� due

to the noise in the pixel image� such that p� p� ���� pn � ��� The problem is to �nd the probabilities�

It should be obvious that there may be di�erent types of noises and also di�erent levels of those types

that might vary at di�erent locations in the sensor image plane� This adds to the di�erent models that

we might have to construct� We use ideal� that is� synthesized edges of di�erent types� locations and also

orientations in image frames then corrupt them with di�erent kinds and levels of noises� We know the ideal

edge points from the ideal image� for which we shall use the edge detector that is to be used in the observer



Figure ��� Distribution of the x�coordinate displacement

experiment� The corrupted images will then be operated upon by the detector and the edge points located�

The edge points will di�er from the ideal image edge points� The problem reduces to �nding corresponding

edge points in corrupted and ideal images then �nding the error along a large number of edge points� A

��D histogram is then constructed for the number of points with speci�c displacement errors from the

ideal point� The volume of the histogram is then normalized to be equal to �� the resulting ��D function is

the ��D probability density function of the error of displacements� For practicality measures� the process

can be repeated for orientations di�ering by ��o and the set of distributions preserved� Whenever the

observer automaton deals with a speci�c edge while extracting features� the corresponding distribution is

referenced�

��� Computing ��D Motion Uncertainty

In this section we describe how to combine sensor and image processing strategy error models to compute

models for the recovered image �ow values� To simplify the idea� let�s assume that we have recovered a

speci�c feature point �x�� y�	 in an image grabbed at time instant t and the corresponding point �x�� y�	 at

time t �� The problem is to �gure out the distribution of vx� As an example� to explain the procedure� let�s

assume that from the ��D sensor distribution we have have computed the projection of the x coordinate

of x� in the point�

fX�x	 �
Z
R

fX�Y �x� y	dy

where R is all the possible y values within the sensor uncertainty model� The same process is applied

for the strategy distribution and another function is recovered� To simplify things� lets assume that both

distributions are identical to the distribution in Figure ��� that is� there is an equal probability equal

to �
� that the x coordinate is the same� or shifted one position to the left or the right� Combining the

spatial information of both distributions as a convolution process would produce the distribution shown

in Figure ��� which is the error probability density function of having the ��D feature x ��D coordinate in

the recovered image ��D x position� Further more� assume that x� distribution is the same�

The problem reduces to �nding the distribution of the optic �ow x component� using these two combined

distributions� As an example� if x� � �� and x� � ��� then all probability statements can be easily

computed� a set of some of these probability statement is shown �



Figure ��� Combined sensor and strategy distribution of displacement
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Consequently� all distributions and expected values can be computed from the combination of the sensor

level and strategy level uncertainty formulation� Those �ow models are then passed to the higher levels

for ��D recovery� In the next section we discuss a method for re�ning the measured ��D motion vectors

and we then proceed to formulate the ��D modeling of events as de�ned by the observer automaton�

� Re�ning Image Motion

In this section we describe a method to re�ne the recovered ��D motion vectors on the image plane� Having

obtained from the sensor and extraction strategy uncertainty levels distribution estimates for the image

�ow of the di�erent features� we now eliminate the unrealistic ones� We concentrate on the �ow estimates

for the motion of the manipulating hand and develop a technique that is to be used during the observation

process as a means to reject faulty estimates� Faulty estimates can result from noise� errors or mistakes in

the sensor acquisition process� manipulation or visual problems like occlusion� modeling the uncertainties

in the previous two levels may still leave room for such anomalies�

We assume that the features to be tracked on the hand lie on a planar surface or that segmenting the

hand as a polyhedra object into planar surfaces is simple� although the modi�cation would be very simple

to allow for arbitrary ��D positions of the feature distribution� Since we know a�priori some information

about the mechanical capabilities and limitations and geometric properties of the hand� also about the

rate of visual sampling for the observer� we might be able to assert some limits on some of the visual

parameters in our system�



Figure ��� Fitting Parabolic Curves

To illustrate the idea behind the approach� consider Figure ��� assume all the curves are ��D parabolic

functions y � ax�  bx  c� if the set of data points are as shown in the �gure� then a least square error

�t will produce the function D� However� if we know some upper and lower limits on the values of the

coe�cients a� b and c then we might be able to construct an upper and lower function parabolas A and C

as an enclosing envelope� outside which we can reject all the data points� In that case� we can do a �t for

the points that lie inside the envelope and obtain a more realistic function as shown by the curve B�

The situation for rejecting estimates of the image �ow is not much di�erent� We know equations that

govern the behaviour of the image �ow as a function of the structure and ��D motion parameters� as follows

�

vx � ��� px� qy	

�
x
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"X � xy"Y � x"Z

i
Which are second degree functions in x and y in three dimensions� vx � f��x� y	 and vy � f��x� y	�

In addition� we know upper and lower limits on the coe�cients p� q� VX � VY � VZ � "X � "Y � "Z and Zo�

as the mechanical abilities of the robot arm holding the hand will make the relative velocity and distance

between the camera and hand impossible to exceed speci�c values within visual sampling timing period�

So the problem reduces to constructing the three dimensional envelopes for vx and vy as the worst case

estimates for the �ow velocity and rejecting any measured values that lie outside that envelope� Figure ��

indicates the maximal and minimal vx that can ever be registered on the CCD array of the camera� the x

and y are in millimeters and the x� y plane represents the CCD image plane� the depth Z is the maximal

or minimal vx in millimeters on the CCD array that can ever be registered� It can be noticed that they

are symmetric due to the symmetry in the limits of the coe�cients�

As an example� we write the equation governing the maximum vx value in the �rst quadrant of the

x� y plane �x�� y�	�
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Figure ��� Maximal and Minimal vx
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where the subscripts s and l denote lower and upper limits� respectively� The problem of determining

the maximum value of vx seems to be a constrained non linear optimization problem� which is true�

however� assuming that the upper and lower limits of the coe�cients are equal in magnitude and opposite

in directions �except for Zo� which is used only as Z�
os
	 makes the input to themax andmin functions in the

above equations always equal and thus providing one more degree of freedom in choosing the parameters

and making the choice consistent throughout the equation� Thus the problem becomes simply to write

eight equations as the above one for each of vx and vy and draw the function in each of the four quadrants

for maximum and minimum envelopes� We shall not rewrite the sixteen equations here� but we show the

results for vx in Figure ��� It should be noted that the maximum absolute possible value of the image �ow

is minimal at the origin of the camera image plane and increases quadratically as the distance increases

from the center�

The above envelopes are then used to reject unrealistic ��D velocity estimates at di�erent pixel coordi�

nates in the image� As a further note� it should be mentioned that some on�line elimination procedures can

be implemented depending on the current positions in the observer automaton� for example� the image �ow

�eld tends to assume certain con�gurations in the image plane depending on the ��D motion� independent

of the object�s or the hand�s structure� if the motion is only relative rotational velocities� the �ow vectors

all tend through pass from the same point� In other words� in addition to o��line a�priori estimation of

the envelopes and on�line testing of measurements� we can also develop custom rejection techniques for

certain observer automata states�



	 Recovering World Events

In this section we describe di�erent techniques for recovering the ��D events� In particular� we utilize

the re�ned ��D motion distributions that were computed in the previous levels in order to achieve a

robust estimation of the three dimensional motion and structure vectors of the scene under observation�

We develop some techniques for �nding estimates of the required parameters and discuss mathematical

formulations that will enable us to determine the ��D event distributions� We concentrate in our treatment

of the subject on determining the manipulating hand parameters� as the hand con�guration is well de�ned�

we also continue using the assumption that the feature points lie on a planar surface� As argued before�

the extension to arbitrary con�gurations is straight forward� The object behaviour can be asserted using

similar techniques andor by observing conveniently located surface patches under similar assumptions�

The problem of recovering scene structure and the camera motion relative to the scene has been one of

the key problems in computer vision� Many techniques have been developed for the estimation of structure

and motion parameters � Tsai and Huang ����� Weng et al� ���� etc�	� A lot of existing algorithms depend on

evaluating the motion parameters between two successive frames in a sequence� However� recent research

on structure and motion has been directed towards using a large number of frames to exploit the history

of parametric evolution for a more accurate estimation and noise reduction � Ullman ����� Grzywacz and

Hildreth���� etc�	

We describe a method for recovering the ��D motion and orientation of the planar surface �on which

lies the hand features	 from an evolving image sequence� The algorithm utilizes the image �ow velocities in

order to recover the ��D parameters� First� we develop an algorithm which iteratively improves the solution

given two successive image frames� The solution space is divided into three subspaces � the translational

motion� the rotational motion and the surface slope� The solution of each subspace is updated by using the

current solution of the other two subspaces� The updating process continues until the motion parameters

converge� or until no signi�cant improvement is achieved�

Second� we further improve the solution progressively by using a large number of image frames and

the ordinary di�erential equations which describe the evolution of motion and structure over time� Our

algorithm uses a weighted average of the expected parameters and the calculated parameters using the

��frame iterative algorithm as current solution and continues in the same way till the end of the frame

sequence� Thus it keeps track of the past history of parametric evolution�

The solution is further improved by exploiting the temporal coherence of ��D motion� We develop the

ordinary di�erential equations which describe the evolution of motion and structure in terms of the current

motionstructure and the measurements �the ��D motion vectors	 in the image plane� As an initial step

we assume that the ��D motion is piecewise uniform in time� The extended Kalman �lter can then be used

to update the solution of the di�erential equations�

	�� A ��D Recovery Algorithm

One can model an arbitrary ��D motion in terms of stationary�scenemoving�viewer as shown previously

in Figure ��� The optical �ow at the image plane can be related to the ��D world as indicated by the

following pair of equations �In case of a planar surface	� for each point �x� y	 in the image plane �
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where vx and vy are the image velocity at image location �x� y	� �VX � VY � VZ	 and �"X �"Y �"Z	 are the

translational and rotational velocity vectors of the observer� p and q are the planar surface orientations�

The situation becomes� for each point� two equations in eight unknowns� namely� the scaled translational

velocities VX�Zo� VY �Zo and VZ�Zo� the rotational velocities "X � "Y and "Z and the orientations p and

q� Di�erential methods could be used to solve those equations by di�erentiating the �ow �eld and by using

approximate methods to �nd the �ow �eld derivatives� The existing methods for computing the derivatives

of the �ow �eld usually do not produce accurate results� Our algorithm uses a discrete method instead� i�e�

the vectors at a number of points in the plane is determined and the problem reduces to solving a system

of nonlinear equations�

It should be noticed that the resulting system of equations is nonlinear� however� it has some linear

properties� The rotational part� for example� is totally linear� also� for any combination of two spaces among

the rotational� translational and slope spaces� the system becomes linear� For the system of equations to

be consistent� we need the �ow estimates for at least four points� in which case there will be eight equations

in eight unknowns�

����� Two�Frame Algorithm

The algorithm takes as input the estimate of the �ow vectors at a number of points � � obtained from

motion between two images� It iterates updating the solution of each subspace by using the solution of

the other two subspaces� Each update involves solving a linear system� thereby it requires to solve three

linear systems to complete a single iteration� This process continues until the solution converges� or until

no signi�cant improvement is made� The algorithm proceeds as follows �

�� Set p� q � ��

input the initial estimate for rotation �

Solve the linear system for translation�

�� Use the translation and rotation from step � �

Solve the linear system for the slope �

�� Set i���

While �i � Max� Iterations	 and �no convergence	 Do

Solve for the rotations using latest estimates of translations� p and q�

Solve for the translations using latest estimates of rotations� p and q�

Solve for p� q using latest estimates of translations and rotations�

end While �



����� Complexity and Observations

As we mentioned earlier� one should notice in the equations relating the �ow velocities with the slope�

rotational and translational velocities that they are 
quasi�linear� � if one can say so� The equations

exhibit some linear properties� This suggests that a purely iterative technique for solving non�linear

equations might not be an excellent choice� since� the variables are linearly related in some way� To think

of a way of 
inverting� the relations might be a good start� although to do that without a framework based

on iterating and gravitating towards a solution is not a good idea�

Thus� we apply a method which converges faster than a purely iterative scheme like Newton�s method�

The complexity of Newton�s method is determined by the complexity of computing the inverse Jacobian�

which is of an order of N�� or N��	� multiplications as the lower bound using Strassen�s technique� In our

case� since there is at least � equations in � unknowns� the complexity is of order �� � ��� multiplications

at every iteration� and the method does not make any use of the fact that the set of equations at hand

exhibits some linear properties�

The algorithm proposed� on the other hand� exploits the linearity in the equations� by inverting the

set of relations for each subspace at every iteration� The complexity at every iteration is of the order of

the complexity of computing the pseudo�inverse which is of the order of � �� �� �� 	 multiplications at

each iteration� This is equal to �� multiplications at every iteration� which is signi�cantly less than the

��� multiplications in a method like Newton�s for example� It was noticed that the algorithm converged

to solution in a very small number of iterations for most experiments we have conducted so far� The

maximum number of iterations was ��

Using the latest solution obtained from the two�frame analysis as the initial condition for the next two�

frame problem in the image sequence would further decrease the complexity� as the next set of parameters

would� most probably� be close in values to the current parameters� thus the number of iterations needed

to converge to the new solution would decrease signi�cantly�

The algorithm is not sensitive to the initial condition of the orientation parameters� The plane is simply

assumed to be a frontal one at the beginning� The slope parameters evolves with iterations� It was noticed

that the algorithm performs better for a large number of points that are evenly distributed throughout the

planar surface� than it does for clustered� smaller number of image points� It is proven that there exists

dual solutions for such systems� However� if our method gravitates towards a 
�xed point� in the solution

space we can �nd the other explicitly in terms of the �rst one from the relations given by Waxman and

Ullman �����

����� Multi�Frame Algorithm

The ordinary di�erential equations that describe the evolution of motion and structure parameters are used

to �nd the expression for the expected parameter change in terms of the previous parameter estimates�

The expected change and the old estimates are then used to predict the current motion and structure

parameters�

At time instant t� the planar surface equation is described by

Z � pX  qY  Zo



To compute the change in the structure parameters during the time interval dt� we di�erentiate the

above equation to get

dZ

dt
� p
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dt
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dt
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dY

dt
 Y

dq

dt
 

dZo
dt

The time derivatives of �X� Y� Z	 in the above expression are given by the three components of the vector

��V  ��R	 that represent the relative motion of the object with respect to the camera� Substituting

these components for the derivatives and the expression pX qY  Zo for Z we can get the exact di�erentials

for the slopes and Zo as

dZo � Zo ��"Y  VX	p� �"X � VY 	q � VZ �dt

dp � �p�"Y p� "Xq	  �"Y  "Zq	�dt

dq � �q�"Y p� "Xq	� �"X  "Zp	�dt

Using the above relations� we can compute the new structure parameters at time t  dt as

�p � p dp � �q � q  dq and �Zo � Zo  dZo

Thus the slope parameters evolve at time t dt as follows �
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The new translational velocity �V at time t dt can be found in the absence of accelerations from

V � V  V��dt

Dividing �V by �Zo we get the new expected scaled translational velocity components at time t  dt as

follows � 
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where s is expressed as follows �

s � �"Y  VX	 p� �"X � VY 	 q � VZ

The expected rotational parameters at time t dt remain equal to their values at time t since

� � � ���dt � �

and thus �
�"X � �"Y � �"Z

�
� �"X �"Y �"Z	



Figure ��� Two�Frame Algorithm

Our �rst multi�frame algorithm uses a weighted average of the expected parameters at time t  dt

from the above equations and the calculated parameters using the two�frame iterative algorithm as the

solution at time t  dt� and continues in the same way until the end of the frame sequence� Thus it

keeps track of the past history of parametric evolution� We further develop the �rst multi�frame algorithm

to exploit the temporal coherence of ��D motion� We develop the ordinary di�erential equations which

describe the evolution of motion and structure in terms of the current motionstructure and the two�

dimensional �ow vectors in the image plane� We assume that the ��D motion is piecewise uniform in time�

i�e�
��� �

��V � �� We then use the equations expressing the time derivative of the slope derived above and

the fact that the derivative of the rotational velocities is zero and develop the following expressions for the

scaled translational velocities and the depth Zo �

d �VX
dt
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�
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dt
� � �VZ � pvx � qvy

The extended Kalman �lter is then used to update the solution of the di�erential equations� Where

the state vector can be written as �

X � � �VX �VY �VZ "X "Y "Z p q �

and the measurement vector is expressed as �

Z � � vx vy
�vx
�x

�vy
�x

�vx
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�vy
�y

�vx
�t

�vy
�t
�

The behaviour of the two�frame algorithm and the multi�frame algorithm can be conceptualized as

a control system as shown in Figures �� and ��� Parallel implementations could be designed for the

system� thus solving for the structure � motion parameters for each surface separately� In fact� solving

the linear system at each iteration could also be parallelized� Extra processing is needed to segment the

polyhedra�like hand into separate planar surfaces�



Figure ��� Multi�Frame Algorithm

	�� Other Algorithms

There are other non�iterative techniques for recovering the ��D parameters resulting from ��D motion

between two frames� The methods that will be mentioned here rely on speci�c assumption regarding the

hand�s geometry andor world manipulating actions� Assuming that the actual relations between feature

points that lie on the hand plane is well de�ned than a closed form solution for the structure parameters

and depth can be estimated by using a method like the one described by Fischler and Bolles ����� The

motion parameters can then be easily recovered by solving a linear system in six parameters�

It should be noticed that we use alternative methods in order to solve linear equations at di�erent

automaton states� the motive behind that is the fact that linear systems can be solved in a pseudo�real

time framework for a relatively small number of feature points and in addition a closed form solution

always results� Another idea is to assume that the surface of the manipulating hand is frontal at the time

of capturing the frame to be processed with the previous one� thus p and q are equal to zero� and the

problem reduces to solving a linear system in six parameters for the motion parameters� while the depth

is easily computed by knowing the ��D distance between any two feature points�

The assumption here being that the observer always locates itself to a position in which the hand is

frontal with respect to the camera image plane� and that manipulating movements while the camera is

moving and during computations is negligible� Other formulations may attempt to �nd pseudo�close form

solution of the non�linear second order system and other assumptions� like the absence of rotational andor

translational motion reduces the complexity signi�cantly�

	�� Recovering ��D Uncertainties

Having discussed methods for computing the three dimensional motion vectors and structure parameters

between two image frames� we now use the same formulations described earlier for ��D recovery� but



using ��D error distributions as estimates for motion andor feature coordinates in order to compute ��D

uncertainty distributions for the real world motion vectors and structure instead of singular values for the

world events�

As an example to illustrate the idea� let�s assume that we have a linear system of equations as follows �

x �y � z�

�x y � z�

The solution of this system is very easily obtained as �
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That is� a linear combination of the right hand side parameters� If the parameters z� and z� were random

variables of known probability distributions instead of constants� then the problem becomes slightly harder�

which is� to �nd the linear combination of those random variables as another random variable� The obvious

way of doing this would be to use convolutions and the formula �

PX��X�
�y	 �
X
R

PX��X�
�x� y � x	

for the sum of two random variables X�� X� for any real number y andor the formula for linear

combinations over the region R� which is for all x such that PX��X�
�x� y � x	 � �� Using the moment

generating function or the characteristic function seems also to be a very attractive alternative� The

moment generating function M of a linear combination of random variables� for example X�� X� can be

written as �

MaX��bX��c�t	 � ect �MX�
�at	MX�

�bt		

for independent random variables X�� X�� That is� the problem of solving linear systems on the form

Ax � b� where b is a vector of random variables� may be reduced to �nding closed form solutions for x in

terms of the random parameters �using any elimination technique	 and then manipulating the results and

�nding di�erent expectations using moment generating or characteristic functions�

The solutions we suggest to this problem of �nding the random variable distributions of the ��D

parameters utilize the techniques we described in the previous two subsections� Using either the two�frame

iterative technique or the closed form algorithms� it should be noticed that the problem reduces to either

solving multi�linear systems or a single one� In that case� using elimination and characteristic functions for

computing the required expectations and distributions is straight forward� As an example� the recovered

��D translational velocity cumulative density functions for an actual world motion equal to �

VX � � cm� VY � � cm and VZ � �� cm

is shown in Figure ��� It should be noted that the recovered distributions represents a fairly accurate

estimation of the actual ��D motion�

Thus� we have suggested algorithms for the quick estimation of the ��D uncertainties in the structure

and motion of the manipulation system� The next step would be to re�ne these estimates and use them

for asserting the world events� This will be described in the following two sections�



Figure ��� CDF of VX � VY � and VZ

�
 Re�ning World Events

In this section we describe techniques for eliminating and re�ning the ��D models of manipulation under

observation� whose recovery was discussed in the previous sections� In particular� we discuss a strategy

to reject improbable events that might have been computed due to noise and uncertainties that were not

compensated for in the distribution formulation� also because of unsmooth visual artifacts� We employ

both existing knowledge about the mechanical properties of the manipulation and also knowledge from the

current state of the observer automaton�

The hand is assumed to be a well de�ned entity� changing the hand andor its characteristics can be

modeled by simply plugging in a module that describes the new characteristics� the same hand is used

through out the entire manipulation activities� Knowing the joint limits of the manipulating robot will

enable us to reject improbable recovered ��D motion vectors� that could not have occurred in the real ��D

world� As an example� assuming that we use a gripper with two 
claws� having only one degree of freedom�

then� obviously� any recovered ��D rotational velocities for the claws should be rejected� Unrealistic slope

estimations should also be rejected�

The current position in the observer automata will allow re�ning the recovered ��D event distributions�

as it might well be the case that impossible manipulation actions at a speci�c manipulation stage are

recovered� It is impossible� for example� due to the visual sampling rate� that the hand is in and upright

position holding a nail in the center of the image plane at a time step� then having it disappear or hold

another object at a distant ��D position in the next time step� unless� of course a manipulation or viewer

system failure has happened� In that case� some designated fail state should be accessed� discarding the

recovered parameters� Limits on VX � VY � VZ � "X � "Y � "Z and Z are asserted for every observer subset of

states� and used for re�ning the recovered ��D world events�



�� Navigating the Observer Automaton

At this point in the hierarchy of recovery and uncertainty levels� we have established methods and algo�

rithms for recovering the re�ned three dimensional velocity and structure of the scene under observation�

In addition� we computed the distribution of the uncertainty in the numerical values of the parameters in

real�time� For example� the computed value for the translational velocity VX might be a random variable

lying between two values V� and V� with a known probability distribution F � The same applies for all the

other parameters for the di�erent components in the scene�

The problem now is how to make use of these distributions in order to navigate the observer automaton

as de�ned in section � and demonstrated by examples in section �� In other words� having built the DEDS

automaton model of the visual system and its observer� we have a set of events that are de�ned as ranges

on the visual scene parameters that causes state transitions between the automaton states� As a simple

example� there might be two di�erent events branching from a state in some task observer automaton and

causing state transitions to two other states� and a self loop caused by the continuous dynamics within a

coarse quantization of a DEDS state� as follows �

S�

e�����Y ���

� S�

S�

e������Y ���

� S�

S�

e������Y ����

� S�

In addition to other limits on the other scene parameters� That is� if "Y occurs within a speci�c range�

then the corresponding state transition should be asserted according to the above set of event description�

The problem then reduces to computing the corresponding areas under the re�ned distribution curves

obtained from the hierarchy levels� In the case of the presence of more than a single parameter in the

transition event description� then the corresponding area under each parameter curve should be computed

and multiplied for each parameter in the event de�nition� The goal is to �nd the probability of the

occurrence of each event� In the above example� the goal would be to �nd the probability of e�� e� and e��

An obvious way of using those probability values is to establish some threshold values and assert tran�

sitions according to those thresholds� For example� if for any event in the set �e�� e� and e�	� the computed

probability of the range is � ���� then the corresponding state transition should be asserted� It should be

noted that those threshold values are highly task and state�dependent� appropriate values for the thresh�

olds can be determined by performing many experiments for di�erent task descriptions� The thresholds

can also be updated adaptively according to the current manipulation patterns under observation� Many

problems may arise after having obtained the above probabilities at the current automaton state� It might

be the case that none of the obtained probability values exceeds the set threshold value andor all values

are very low� In that case� there is a good chance that we are at either the wrong automata state� or that

a gross error has occurred in manipulation or some system failure�

The remedy to such problems can be implemented through time proximity� that is� wait for a while

�which is to be preset	 till a strong probability value is registered andor backtrack in the automaton model



for the observer till a high enough probability value is asserted� a fail state is reached or the initial ambiguity

is asserted� The backtracking strategy can be implemented using a stack�like structure associated with

each state that has already been traversed� A stack of the latest computed probability values sorted in

descending order as an index to the corresponding event� As soon as a forward traversal is performed�

the top value should be popped� Backtracking can be done by using the top of the stack value and do

the corresponding transition and compute the new probabilities for the events� A father state parameter

should also accompany each state that has been already been traversed� In case all the stack has been

exhausted for a speci�c state� the father state should be accessed and a new route be accessed� Exhausted

states are labeled and never revisited while backtracking� For states that have not been visited at all� new

stacks and computations should be be performed�

Having established techniques for navigating the observer� the model description is now completed�

The formulation uses uncertainties to assert current states of the manipulation system and attempts to

recover from mistakes and errors� The model uses di�erent intermediate levels for computing uncertainties�

from the sensor level to the observer automaton level�

�� Conclusions

We have proposed a new approach to solving the problem of observing an agent� In particular� we described

a system for observing a manipulation process� Our approach uses the formulation of discrete event

dynamic systems �DEDS	 as a high�level model for the framework of evolution of the visual relationship

over time� The proposed system utilizes the a�priori knowledge about the domain of the manipulation

actions in order to achieve e�ciency and practicality� The dynamic recursive context for �nite state

machines �DRFSM	 was also introduced with some applications from the inspection and reverse engineering

domains� The high level formulation allows for recognizing and reporting the visual system state as a

symbolic description of the observed tasks�

The proposed formulation takes into consideration the presence of uncertainties in the observed be�

haviour of the system� The uncertainties are utilized in order to achieve robustness and to allow for

correcting the observer�s actions� Asserting transitions within the state description of the visual tasks is

based on the recovered values of the observed parameters and the associated world uncertainties� The

process develops coarse quantization of the visual actions in order to attain an active� adaptive and goal�

directed sensing mechanism� Discrete aspects of the observation process are exploited in order to attach

a meaningful symbolic interpretation of the observed task at di�erent instances of the visual process� The

formulation is �exible� since the quantization thresholds between di�erent states can be tuned as the ob�

served task requires� Continuous aspects of the process are also preserved as the relevant parameters are

observed as the agent moves�

We started by describing the automaton model of a discrete event dynamic system then proceeded

to formulate the frameworks� and the observer construction mechanisms� We develop e�cient low�level

event�identi�cation mechanisms for determining di�erent manipulation movements in the system and for

moving the observer� Next� we de�ne and construct six di�erent levels for converting the raw ��D image

data into meaningful ��D descriptions of the world events� The formulation includes computing uncertainty

models resulting from errors in the ��D and ��D recovery mechanisms� The formulation allows the observer



to navigate in real time with a stable behaviour through the automaton state space and thus assert world

events and transitions�

The approach used can be considered as a framework for a variety of visual tasks� as it lends itself to

be a practical and feasible solution that uses existing information in a robust and modular fashion� The

work examines closely the possibilities for errors� mistakes and uncertainties in the manipulation system�

observer construction process and event identi�cation mechanisms� Ambiguities are allowed to develop and

are resolved after �nite time� recovery mechanisms are devised too� Theoretical and experimental aspects

of the work supports adopting the framework as a new kind of basis for performing many task�oriented

recognition� inspection and observation of visual phenomena� In the next section we examine extension

ideas and future research opportunities for which the formulation can be considered as the backbone�

�� Extensions and Future Research

The proposed formulation can be extended to accommodate for more manipulation processes� Increasing

the number of states and expanding the events set would allow for a variety of manipulating actions�

The system can be made more 
modular� by constructing a general automaton model of a discrete event

dynamic system and de�ning the states� events and the certainty thresholds for them in an automatic

way through a learning stage ����� In other words� di�erent manipulation actions can be performed and


shown� to the observer and then the possible states� events and sequences of operations are automatically

embedded in the general dynamic model� Thus� the manual formulation of the DEDS model for the task

would not be needed anymore�

More powerful models for the DEDS could be sought� for example� context sensitive grammars� push�

down automata� Turing machines andor 	�recursive functions� The model building process can be thought

of as forming a compiler with the object� sensor� task description and learning model as inputs� and the

algorithm to follow the observer automaton with uncertainty as the output� Feedback can be supplied to

the manipulating system in order to correct its actions� thus closing the vision�manipulation loop� The

system could be generalized to an arbitrary number of mobile manipulating robots and mobile observing

ones� a scheme would have to be devised to allow for distributed and parallel control of the observation

and feedback process in an e�cient way and to prevent deadlock andor starvation problems�

The characteristics of the workspaces of both the manipulating robot and the observer can be utilized in

order to avoid problems like collision and occlusion� This might be necessary to explore if both workspaces

intersect in a ��D volume� This can occur in a simple laboratory setup with two �xed manipulators�

visualizing the volume of intersection and the holes and voids ��� within each robot reachable workspace

will be necessary for planning and constructing the model and its observer�

Foveal and peripheral vision strategies can be applied to 
focus� on a speci�c aspect of the scene under

considerations� according to the present observer state� Pyramid approaches for locating actions can be

used� Logarithmic sensors� like cameras whose CCD array resembles the human eye can be utilized as the

observer�s visual sensor for shifting attention to the interesting parts of the image�

Parallelizing the whole process by forming simultaneous observers can be explored� This will be nec�

essary in case of multiple observing robots� manipulating robots andor di�erent kinds of sensors �tactile�

range� vision ��etc	 so as to allow for modular and e�cient planning� 
seeing� and recovery mechanisms�



Inter�parallelization of di�erent algorithms should be explored too� Overcoming delays in communication

links between di�erent observers and between the vision� control and parallelization modules within the

same observer module should be addressed� specially if the modules are physically distant within the labo�

ratory setup� Overcoming delays when feedback is supplied to the manipulating hand would be necessary�

The idea of DRFSM DEDS as skeletons for observation under uncertainty can be explored further

to allow for various other visual tasks� We discussed observing manipulation as a subset of observing

moving agents� however� similar formulation can be described for other tasks� like recognizing stationary

objects with optimal observation costs� i�e� minimal motion events� Perturbation analysis ������� can be

performed for the average task behaviour of frequent visual events within a speci�ed manipulation domain�

Disappearing objects and partially occluded objects can also be recognized optimally using the proposed

scheme� using time proximity as another dimension for asserting the identity of di�erent targets� that is�

allow recognition andor tracking to be completed within a pre�speci�ed� task�dependent time frame�
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